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dead corpse ", whatever the command of his superior. When
he refuses, he is assured that the denial need not be in his
heart, or he is allowed to spit beside the cross—if the witnesses
are correct, nearly all of them avoided spitting on the cross,
and the Receivers, who could not have been blind, were
apparently satisfied. This suggests that the denial and spit-
ting were not taken seriously by the Receivers. The recruits
at any rate did not feel that they were no longer soldiers of
Christ after undergoing the ceremony. They laid down their
lives with His name on their lips, they chose death rather
than renounce Christ before the Moslems, and many of them
spent long years in the prisons of Syria and Egypt because
they would not declare their Saviour to be a false prophet.
Such theorists assume the truth of the confessions of the
Templars in France. Many of those who confessed to the
denial and spitting, however, retracted their guilty confessions
as soon as the Church took charge of the affair and the papal
commission opened its proceedings, and they adhered to their
original confessions only after Philip the Fair had put the
prisoners in a state of extreme terror by sending over a
hundred brethren to the stake. A great difficulty has been
to explain why, if these charges were unfounded, so many
Templars admitted them when they strenuously contested
other charges, such as idolatry. The solution is probably
that, in the early examinations, the inquisitors concentrated on
crimes which left no trace and needed no apparatus. Idolatry
necessarily involved the use of idols and not a single idol was
discovered. In later examinations, the prisoners were for
the most part asked only whether they confirmed or revoked
their original depositions. It is significant that the brethren
who died at Paris proclaimed their innocence to the last,
although all of them could have saved their lives by reverting
to their former confessions,
It is rare for a large number of men who are guilty to
declare their innocence when they can buy their lives by

